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To: SplashPlay Agents 
  

From: SplashPlay Marketing 
  

Date: February 20, 2017 
  

Subject: Thoughts About Sales 
  

Probably the most common question we hear is “How much can I make selling SplashPlay?”  After some thoughtful 

consideration, we’ve prepared this memo.  However, before we begin, let’s ask and answer a few questions: 

Question 1: What is a reasonable monthly sales profile? 
In our opinion, any committed SplashPlay Agent should be able to secure at least ten (10) new game sponsors monthly.  

For the sake of illustration, let’s assume these ten Games Sponsors are comprised of the following Licenses: (a) One Life-

Time, (b) One Annual, and (c) Eight Monthly. 

Question 2: What is the effect of attrition? 
It would be truly naïve to think SplashPlay will not lose customers.  The cause of which could range from their failure to 

realize immediate results to just not having time to execute a viable gamification plan.  Regardless of cause, for this 

analysis, we assume fifteen percent (15%) of all monthly Games Sponsors will discontinue SplashPlay’s service after 

ninety (90) days. 

Question 3: What level of game playing activity is reasonable to expect? 
Here we assume that an average SplashPlay Game Sponsor has an audience of fifteen hundred (1,500) engaged followers 

throughout all media (e.g. print, social, website, and personal).   Of this audience, we assume only fifty percent (50%) will 

be engaged to play the Game Sponsor’s game and on average, answer ten (10) trivia questions per week. 

Question 5: What is the effect of recruiting SplashPlay agents? 
Of SplashPlay’s business strategy, recruitment is the easiest task which potentially yields incredible rewards and as such 

should be a priority form day-one.  For this analysis, we assume a SplashPlay agent only recruits three (3) agents 

(“Sponsored Agents”) who in turn perform at the same sales level described in Question 1. 

The Results 
Now that we’ve laid out the assumptions, let’s see how the numbers unfold. 

Illustrated in the Spreadsheet on Page 2, Section A details the assumptions employed in the analysis.  Section B, details 

Sponsor License Sales, Attrition, Revenue, Game Play and resultant Agent’s share of Sponsor Game revenue share.  

Finally, Section C summarizes commissions earned from the Agent’s direct sales of SplashPlay software licenses, Game 

Play override and override of Sponsored Agent compensation. 

The net result to the SplashPlay Agent is summarized in the following table.  Based on this analysis, in Year 1 the 

SplashPlay Agent is expected to earn $82,049 from his or her direct sales efforts.  Additionally, assuming the SplashPlay 

Agent recruits three (3) Sponsored Agents, each performing as projected, the SplashPlay Agent will earn an override from 

Sponsored Agents’ commissions totaling $62,537 for total Year 1 compensation of $143,585.  Extrapolating these 

numbers into Year 2, the SplashPlay Agent’s Direct Sales commission will grow to $226,207 with an additional $169,655 

in Sponsored Agent override totaling $395,863. 

 

 

Finally, based on the Chart on Page 3, entitled Two Year Agent Proforma, we project that by month five a 

producing SplashPlay Agent with three Sponsored Agents will earn $5,020 in Direct Sales Commission (Arrow 

1) and a total of $9,366 in Combined Direct Sales Commission and Sponsored Agent Override (Arrow 2)
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